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Scattering methods are widely used to characterize the structure and constituents of matter on small
length scales. This motivates this introductory text on identifying prospective approaches to scattering-
based methods for granular media. A survey to light scattering by particles and particle ensembles is
given. It is elaborated why the established scattering methods using X-rays and visible light cannot
in general be transferred to granular media. Spectroscopic measurements using terahertz radiation
are highlighted as they probe the scattering properties of granular media, which are sensitive to the
packing structure. Experimental details to optimize a spectrometer for measurements on granular media
are discussed. We perform transmission measurements on static and agitated granular media using
Fourier transform spectroscopy at the THz beamline of the Bessy II storage ring. The measurements
demonstrate the potential to evaluate degrees of order in the media and to track transient structural states
in agitated bulk granular media. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4983045]
I. INTRODUCTION
Scattering is a highly efficient method to characterize the
structure of matter at small distances. Prominent examples
like X-ray diffraction (XRD), small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS), small-angle light scattering (SALS) (also called laser
light scattering), and static light scattering (SLS) rely on the
angular redistribution of electromagnetic waves during their
propagation within the matter of interest.1–3 They all give
space- and time-averaged information of atomic, molecular,
or colloidal form and structure factors. This is accompanied
by moderate instrumental effort and short measurement times,
as in the case of the visible light scattering techniques.
Scattering methods are so fundamental to materials sci-
ence that it is worth discussing their potential for studies on
granular matter. Apparently, scattering methods could provide
experimental benefits compared to imaging methods. A single
exposure of an area detector or a detector array, e.g., a CCD
camera, could reveal ensemble-averaged structural informa-
tion on a sample. Thus, even the investigation of non-stationary
processes in bulk samples should become possible using scat-
tering methods with good time resolution, which is a blind spot
of investigations with imaging methods (compare the intro-
ductory article to the special topic section on imaging in this
issue).
The direct transfer of established scattering approaches to
granular media is not possible though. The mentioned scat-
tering methods rely on resolving the momentum transfer to
an incident wave by measuring the angular scattering pattern.
We discuss in Sec. II fundamental situations of scattering of
electromagnetic radiation from particles and particle ensem-
bles. It becomes obvious that in most situations scattering
from dense granular media is distinct from X-ray and light
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scattering in atomic or colloidal media as the mean free path
of the radiation becomes very short. Light transport through
granular samples yet happens by scattering, and the transport
properties of a granular medium will reflect the scattering prop-
erties of the particle ensemble. We show that with Terahertz
(THz) radiation these transport properties become sensitive to
the packing structure. We intend to provide a beginners’ guide
to the relevant approaches and literature. A coherent derivation
of scattering properties starting from individual particles rang-
ing up to dense media is not possible. Fundamental regimes
can be classified by the ratio of individual particle size to wave-
length, which will persist in dense media. The discussion will
thereby be restricted to elastic scattering and inelastic pro-
cesses like Raman scattering and absorption processes will be
neglected.
We then give an introduction to design and setup of exper-
iments to probe scattering properties of granular media in
Section III. We finally show light transport measurements
on granular media which undergo disorder-order transitions
in Section IV. These demonstrate the potential to monitor
structural changes in situ.
Scattering-based methods for granular media thus do not
provide the high levels of information as imaging methods
do under optimal conditions. Size and shape distributions can
be determined by imaging without a priori assumptions, and
local structural properties can be probed without the need for
spatial averaging. Still, scattering-based methods might find
their place in granular matter science, as they allow for a time
resolution which for index matching or tomography could be
reached only with high instrumental effort.
II. SCATTERING BASICS
We start the survey on scattering basics with single-
particle scattering properties, from which major regimes of
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scattering from particle ensembles can be deduced. Predictions
on the light transport through granular media can be made
from the scattering basics, which serve as a decision guide
to select a scattering-based method for characterization. We
finally derive in this section the relation among structure sensi-
tivity and the wavelength of the used light. This short survey is
designed only to highlight the approaches for scattering-based
methods for granular media. Good references for scattering
from particles4–6 and particle ensembles6–8 in general are
available.
A. Scattering regimes for individual particles
The elastic scattering of electromagnetic radiation by a
particle can be classified using the extinction efficiency Qe
=σe/(pia2)=Qa + Qs, the ratio of the extinction cross section
σe to the geometrical cross section of the particle with radius
a, and the sum of the absorption and scattering efficiencies, Qa
and Qs. Qe of spherical dielectric particles of different sizes can
be scaled on top of each other using the average shift in phase
ρ= 2x |m − 1| (1)
of the transmitted wave acquired by passing the particles.4,5,8
x = 2pia/λ is the size parameter of a particle, a is the parti-
cle radius, λ is the wavelength, and m is the refractive index
of the particles. m is determined relative to the surrounding
medium and in general is complex, where the imaginary part
describes the absorption properties of the particles. Analyti-
cal calculation of the efficiencies is generally only possible
for spherical or cylindrical particles,5 but numerical methods
and high computing powers increasingly allow for calcula-
tions for other shapes.9 Such a calculated master curve for Qe
of spherical particles is given in Fig. 1. Three regimes become
specifiable as follows:
1. ρ< 1, Qe < 1
The scattering by particles is rather isotropic (see the
left inset of Fig. 1), and the particles scatter and absorb less
radiation than is impinging on their geometrical cross sec-
tion in this regime. This regime is achieved either by particles
smaller than the wavelength (x small) or by close matching
of the refractive indexes of the particle and the surrounding
medium (m small). This is the regime for imaging through the
particles, as is achieved by using long-wave radiation to image
objects in granular media (see the contribution by Ott, Her-
minghaus, and Huang in this issue) or by laser-sheet scanning
through index-matched granular media (see the contribution by
Dijksman and Brodu in this issue). Scattering in this regime
can be described by the Rayleigh or Rayleigh-Gans-Debye
(RGD) approximations (see Sec. II C).
2. ρ 1, Qe ≈2
Scattering of light is confined into a narrow cone close
to the forward direction (right inset of Fig. 1). In this limit,
the particles are either much larger than the wavelength or
having large refractive index mismatches. The particles the-
oretically extinct twice as much radiation than is impinging
on their geometrical cross section. However, this is only mea-
surable with highly optimized setups like SALS-instruments
where very small scattering angles can be discriminated. The
light scattered close to the forward direction and the transmit-
ted light cannot be discriminated with uncollimated detectors,
and measured scattering efficiencies reduce (dashed line in
Fig. 1). This is the regime for conventional imaging of granu-
lar particles using visible light or for tomography using X-rays
(see the contribution by S. Weis and M. Schro¨ter in this issue).
Scattering in this regime can often be well approximated by
the theory of Fraunhofer diffraction by opaque planar discs.
3. ρ≥ 1, Qe variable
The scattering patterns depend strongly on the parti-
cle size in this regime (central inset of Fig. 1). Scattering
resonances occur, such that efficiencies can exceed even 2.
Scattering patterns and extinction efficiencies have to be cal-
culated using the Lorenz-Mie theory for scattering,4,5 which
FIG. 1. Theoretical expectation for the extinction (Qe), scattering (Qs), and absorption efficiencies (Qa) of a dielectric sphere. Three regimes are distinguishable
from this plot. First is a regime with vanishing efficiencies and isotropic scattering (upper left inset) at ρ < 1. Second is a regime with Qe approaching 2 and Qs
and Qa approaching 1 for ρ 1. Scattering is confined to forward scattering (upper right inset). In between these regimes is a regime where the efficiencies and
the scattering pattern depend strongly on ρ. The efficiencies and pattern are calculated for a sphere with a refractive index m= 1.59 + i · 0.005. The efficiencies are
displayed as a function of ρ, the phase shift created by the particles (Eq. (1)). This allows us to scale the efficiency values to different wavelengths, particle sizes,
and refractive indexes. Q∗s indicates the scattering efficiency that is measurable with a poorly collimated detector, which cannot discriminate between unscattered
light and light scattered to small angles θ (dashed line).
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is more involved than the approximations valid in the other
regimes and requires knowledge of the complex refractive
index.
Particle size analysis by measuring angular scattering pat-
terns is possible in all three scattering regimes. This is accom-
plished by fitting calculated scattering patterns to the measured
patterns. This is particularly convenient in the approximation
of Fraunhofer scattering, as no knowledge on the refractive
index of the particles is required and the scattering efficiency
is independent of the particle size. In the regime of Rayleigh
and Rayleigh-Gans-Debye scattering, the strong dependence
of the scattering efficiency on the particle size (∝ a6 in the
limit of Rayleigh scattering4) exacerbates deduction of size
distributions from measured scattering patterns. In the inter-
mediate regime, as no approximate formulas are available,
knowledge of the complex refractive index of the particles
is required for the particle size analysis from measured scat-
tering patterns. The nontrivial dependence of the scattering
efficiency on the particle size in this intermediate regime addi-
tionally allows for the particle size analysis by spectroscopic
methods.10
The analysis of packing structures, however, is not pos-
sible in all three regimes. A unique approach to structure
analysis, like measuring the angular scattering pattern for
the particle size analysis, cannot be given. Two established
approaches to analyze packing structures will be discussed in
Secs. II C and II D.
B. Scattering from particle ensembles
Scattering from an ensemble of particles differs from scat-
tering from individual particles due to the electromagnetic
interaction among the particles and the interference of the scat-
tered radiation.8 The suitable approach for analyzing structures
of the particle ensemble can be identified using the param-
eters L, l, and lc, which are indicated in Fig. 2. L denotes
the geometric size of the sample. lc is a spatial correlation
length in the sample. We define lc as any distance of a positive
correlation peak in the pair correlation function g(r) of the par-
ticle ensemble. The largest lc can become comparable to L for
a single-crystalline arrangement of the particles and reduces
to a few particle diameters for disordered hard-sphere pack-
ings.11,12 The mean free path l of the electromagnetic radiation
within the ensemble of particles gives an average length that
the electromagnetic wave travels before being scattered again.
l is determined by the number density of the particles ϕ and
their scattering efficiency Qs,
l = 1/(ϕ · Qs · pia2). (2)
The scattering efficiency Qs of the particles in the sample
is exactly the same as the one discussed in Sec. II A only
for dilute samples and is generally reduced compared to the
dilute value by various effects in dense ensembles.13,14 Three
major regimes of light scattering in particle ensembles become
distinguishable by their l and L.7
1. l > L
The scattering length is larger than the sample size L for
optically dilute samples. This is the limit where the first-order
approximation, as discussed in Sec. II C, is valid for the whole
particle ensemble. The structure factor, which describes the
reciprocal structure of a particle ensemble, can be obtained
from the angular scattering pattern within the limits of the
first-order approximation.
An optical dilution l > L can be achieved in different ways
(compare Eq. (2)): Either the sample is very dilute and has a low
number density ϕ or the particles have a very small scattering
efficiency Qs, which can be achieved by using wavelengths
much larger than the particles or by index matching of the
particles (see Sec. II A). Finally, if increasing l is not possible in
these ways, as samples with large ρ or ϕ are to be investigated,
the sample could be made very thin to minimize L.15,16 Many
colloidal samples are in this regime of single-scattering, as the
particles are at least partially index-matched by the suspending
liquid and the size parameter of the particles are small enough.
2. l < L
The mean free path is smaller than the sample size and the
light is scattered multiple times before exiting the sample. The
sample takes a turbid or milky-white appearance depending
on the degree of multiple scattering and of absorption. The
first-order approximation is not valid anymore, as the particles
are excited by the incoming wave as well as scattered waves.
A general analytical theory for light propagation in the case of
multiple scattering becomes very involved and is a subject of
ongoing research,7,17 and direct determination of the structure
factor of a particle ensemble seems not possible anymore.
3. lL
In the extreme of l L, the light propagation reaches the
limit of light diffusion, in which the incoming wave is fully
FIG. 2. Scheme of light propagation in dense media. Light is incident onto a sample with thickness L and gets scattered at certain particles. The particle positions
around the scattering particle will be correlated up to a maximal correlation length lc. This modulates the scattering pattern of the particle by interference. The
light travels on average a distance l before being scattered again. The ratios of L, l, and lc determine the transport properties of the media.
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scrambled and light propagation follows random walk statis-
tics.7 The statistics of this random walk are parametrized by a
diffusion coefficient for light D= cl∗/3, where c is the speed of
light and l∗ is the randomization length, the distance the light
has to travel before it is randomized again. The light transport
in the limit of light diffusion is important for the approach to
the scattering-based analysis of granular media and is therefore
described in detail.
4. l > lc
A local first-order approximation could be made if l is
at least larger than any spatial correlation length lc of the
sample (this is the situation sketched in Fig. 2). The sample
could be assumed to consist of many independent single-
scattering samples.13,18,19 A diffusion-like light propagation
and the applicability of a local first-order approximation allows
for diffuse-transmission spectroscopy (DTS),20 which is dis-
cussed in Sec. II D in more detail. The method allows for
verifying predicted structure factors.20 Samples that regularly
fulfill the conditions for DTS are large colloidal samples,
such that partial index matching and particle size allow for
large l, but still strong multiple scattering occurs within the
sample.
5. l < lc
The light is scattered multiple times even within distances
where particle positions are correlated. The first-order approx-
imation cannot be applied even locally to a cluster of correlated
particles anymore and the scattering patterns are considerably
altered. An example for scattering in such a regime is Kikuchi
patterns, which are created by multiple scattering within a
single-crystalline region.21
6. l <λ
In this regime, an extreme situation of wave propagation is
predicted. Waves may become fully localized when the direc-
tion of the wave is randomized on distances shorter than the
wavelength. The scattering objects have to be smaller than
the wavelength but still have to have a very high scattering
efficiency to observe this behavior, a combination which is dif-
ficult to match. Presently this behavior has not been observed
and seems unlikely to occur in particle packings.22,23
Further constraints are set by the ratio of the wavelength
and structural distances in the sample.
7. λ r
The wavelength is much shorter than the distance r
between obstacles or surfaces in the sample. In this regime,
called far-field scattering, the scattered wave can be approxi-
mated as an outgoing spherical wave, which is prerequisite to
the analysis used in the first-order approximation.6
8. λ≥ r
Electromagnetic interaction between objects happens by
the evanescent, non-propagating near-field component of the
scattered wave when they are in close proximity. Propagation
properties have to be corrected for this near-field coupling,
which may not be an established method presently.24–26
9. λ≈ lc
The wavelength matches a correlation length in the sam-
ple and Bragg-scattering occurs. Bragg-like scattering also
emerges in disordered materials with strongly correlated par-
ticle positions and affects strongly the possibilities for wave
propagation.19,27 The modulation of the density of possible
wave states in correlated media is reminiscent of the formation
of a band structure.
10. λ lc
The sample effectively behaves like a homogeneous
medium when the wavelength in the experiment exceeds any
spatial correlation length in the sample.28 The medium then has
an effective refractive index which could be predicted by effec-
tive medium approximations. A widely used approximation to
calculate an effective refractive index is the Maxwell-Garnett
equation,
m2eff =m
2
m
2φ(m2p − m2m) + m2p + 2m2m
2m2m + m2p + φ(m2m − m2p)
, (3)
where indexes m and p indicate host medium and particles,
φ is the volume fraction occupied by particles, and absorp-
tion is neglected.29 Measuring the refractive index of a sam-
ple thus in principle allows retrieving the volume fraction
of particles in the sample. More complex effective medium
theories may have to be applied, which also take correlated
particle position into account to calculate effective refractive
indexes.30
C. The first-order approximation
The first-order approximation plays a prominent role in
the established scattering-based methods as it fundamentally
relates structure and scattering properties. It is based on two
assumptions.6 One is that the wave scattered by the sample is
observed only far from the sample, so that the scattered wave
can be approximated as an outgoing spherical wave. The other
assumption is that within the sample the total electromagnetic
field can be approximated by the incoming wave. The scatter-
ing amplitude function turns into the Fourier transform of the
scattering potential of the sample within the validity of these
two assumptions. The scattering potential describes the spa-
tial distribution of the refractive index or alternatively of the
dielectric coefficients within the sample.
These approximations are also termed as Rayleigh and
Rayleigh-Gans-Debye scattering when the sample consists of
individual particles.4,5 Each dipole of a particle is only excited
by the incoming wave and the scattered field is observed far
away from the sample. The approximations are also called
single-scattering or Born approximation with samples con-
sisting of ensembles of many particles, as all particles only
scatter the incoming light and not the light scattered from other
particles in the medium.6
Measuring the scattering amplitude of a sample in all spa-
tial directions, determined by the azimuthal angle θ (the polar
angles will be averaged for isotropic media) or the momen-
tum transfer vector ~q= 4pi/λ · sin(θ/2), allows calculating a
low-pass filtered approximation of the scattering potential of
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the sample.6 This is especially interesting for samples which
consist of identical objects whose scattering potential can be
described as the convolution of the scattering potential of a sin-
gle object and a set of delta functions. The Fourier transform
of the scattering process turns the convolution into a product
of the form factor of the objects F(|~q|) and the structure factor
of the sample S(|~q|),31
Is(~q)∝F(|~q|) · S(|~q|). (4)
Measuring the scattering amplitude of dilute samples allows
determining F(|~q|) of the particles. Measuring the scattering
amplitude of the dense sample and division by F(|~q|) con-
sequently allows isolating the structure factor of the particle
packing.31
The structure factor is the momentum transfer or recip-
rocal space Fourier transform of the radial distribution func-
tion.31 The structure factor of disordered hard-sphere pack-
ings exhibits a pronounced peak at a momentum transfer of
|~q| = 2pi/d,12 where d = 2a is the particle diameter. This indi-
cates a pronounced correlation length lc within the packing
with a length of d. The hard-sphere structure factor exhibits
some trailing oscillations, whose amplitude decays as |~q|−2,
and is barely visible beyond |~q| ≈ 10pi/d.12
D. The diffusion approximation
The diffusion approximation gives a solution to the radia-
tive transfer equation in the limit of strong multiple scattering.7
A relation among the packing structure as described by S(|~q|)
and the transmitted intensity can also be established in this
regime. The central quantity of diffusion-like radiation trans-
port, the random walk step length or randomization length l∗,
is determined by the scattering anisotropy of the individual
scattering events. It takes many scattering events to randomize
the light propagation direction if scattering is very anisotropic
and confined to the forward direction (compare Sec. II A) and
l∗ l. If the light is isotropically scattered at each scattering
event, l∗ becomes equal to l.
A relation among the randomization length and the pack-
ing structure in the sample can be obtained in situations in
which a local first-order approximation is valid.18 This implies
that the light scattered by a cluster with correlated positions
is only scattered again in the far-field of this cluster (l lc)
and that within a cluster with correlated positions the single-
scattering approximation holds. The sample could be consid-
ered as an ensemble of independent clusters, whose scattering
amplitude can be described by F(|~q|) · S(|~q|).20
The relation among l∗ and l is given by the scattering
anisotropy or the average cosine of the azimuthal scattering
angle of the scattering events within the validity of the local
first-order approximation,13
l∗ = l/ 〈(1 − cos(θ))〉 , (5)
=
1
ϕ
· 1
∫ 4pi/λ0 F(|~q|)S(|~q)|(1 − cos(θ))|~q|dq
. (6)
The spectral transmission T (λ)= IsI0 through a sample with
diffusion-like light transport is then, in the limit of negligible
absorption, proportional to the ratio of l∗ and sample thickness
L,20
T (λ)= Is
I0
∝
(
l∗(λ)
L
)
c1
1 + c2
( l∗(λ)
L
) , (7)
where the coefficients c1 and c2 depend on the reflection
coefficients from the sample boundaries and a geometrical
factor for the light source. From Equations (6) and (7) it fol-
lows that spectral transmission measurements probe integrated
properties of the scattering amplitude of the sample, what
forms the basis of diffuse-transmission spectroscopy (DTS).
A direct determination of S(|~q|) as in the regime of single-
scattering is not possible, but predicted structure factors can be
validated.20
The upper integration bound in Eq. (6) causes the spectral
structure sensitivity of DTS. The structure factor of hard-
sphere packings barely exhibits any features beyond |~q| ≈
10pi/d with the main peak at |~q| = 2pi/d.12 There will be little
to no spectral variation in transmission if 4pi/λ is much larger
than 10pi/d. The spectral transmission measurement conse-
quently will be most sensitive to the variations in the structure
factor if wavelengths from a fraction of d up to a few times d
are used. A combination of visible light and granular media, in
contrast, would lead to integration boundaries which are orders
of magnitude larger than where the last features of S(|~q|) are
observable. The spectral transmission of visible light through
granular media thus is basically independent of the packing
structure within the sample, as can be observed by the common
white appearance of distinct samples like snow, sugar, flour,
or salt. DTS will become sensitive to the structure of granu-
lar media again when electromagnetic radiation with λ≈ d is
applied, as is discussed in the following.
E. Classification of granular media
The scattering regimes and the approximations required
for obtaining structural information were schematically
defined in Secs. II A–II D. It is instructive to now classify
a typical granular medium according to the above scheme.
Classification requires the mean free path l within the sam-
ple and the wavelength λ. The mean free path l can be estimated
for a granular packing using Eq. (2). Granular media are con-
ventionally characterized by a close-packing of the particles,
leading to high packing fractions φ around the close-packing
limit of monosized spheres of≈0.64. The number densityϕ and
the volume fraction φ are connected by ϕ= φ/(4/3pia3). The
scattering efficiency is well approximated by being between
1 and 2 over broad ranges of wavelengths or particle sizes
(unless the wavelength is much larger than the particles or
index matching is used, see Sec. II A). Using these numbers
in Eq. (2) gives values for l of around a particle diameter.
This is an upper bound due to the high assumed numbers for
φ and Qs, but this number still indicates that in the case of
granular media the mean free path is very short up to the light
changing direction at each particle surface (compare Fig. 3).
This extremely short l makes scattering from granular media
different from the situation of colloidal, molecular, or atomic
media combined with X-ray scattering or visible light scatter-
ing. The small relative refractive indexes (|m  1| in Eq. (1))
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FIG. 3. The mean free path l, normalized by the diameter of the spheres 2a, of a dense packing according to Eq. (2). Assumed are a volume fraction Φ=
φ · 4/3pia3 = 0.64 and the single-particle scattering efficiency Qs displayed in Fig. 1. The mean free path in a dense packing rapidly decays to a single-particle
diameter for particles larger than the wavelength. These extremely short l are illustrated in the inset by a pencil stroke imaged through one and two layers of
transparent particles with 500 µm diameter. The difference among the blurred stroke imaged through the monolayer and the double layer shows a redirection of
the light at each particle layer.
and the possibility to dilution regularly lead to large l, both
compared to lc and L.
The evaluation by the first-order approximation requires
single-scattering (l > L) and far-field propagation (λ d) (see
Sec. II C). These conditions can only be reached by a par-
ticle monolayer for dense granular media15 or dilution to
sparse particles.2 The scattering regime of the medium will be
single-scattering nearly independent of the wavelength in this
situation, while the wavelength adjusts whether RGD, Mie, or
Fraunhofer scattering theory has to be applied for the particles.
On the other hand, bulk granular media will regularly ful-
fill the prerequisite l L for diffusion-like wave transport.
The wavelength used in the scattering experiment will have
a strong influence whether l < lc or l > lc and λ r, λ≈ lc, or
λ> lc will be reached, and thus whether DTS could be applied
to the medium.
F. Diffuse-transmission THz spectroscopy
Typical grain sizes in experiments with granular media
are a few tens of micrometers up to a few millimeters. These
particle diameters correspond to wavelengths from the THz
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Spectroscopic THz
transmission measurements will be sensitive to the local struc-
ture of granular samples, as λ varies from fractions of d to
a few times d (see Sec. II D). The problem of scattering in
bulk granular media has attracted interest soon after the more
widespread introduction of the THz spectrometer. Scattering
effects in powders were complicating the evaluation of THz
spectra in pharmaceutical or security applications.32–34 Cor-
rection for the scattering effects is required to quantitatively
extract absorption features of molecular substances.35,36 It was
noted that THz extinction spectra on granular samples change
when the samples start flowing, what indicated a structure
sensitivity of the spectra.37 Transmission experiments with
THz radiation were also used as scale model experiments for
scattering from dense particulate media in the visible spectral
range.38,39
However, with the mean free path l being roughly a par-
ticle diameter (see Sec. II E and Fig. 3) and λ being roughly
a particle diameter, l > lc and λ r will not be reachable for
densely packed media. The approximations made for the estab-
lished DTS methodology thus will not be fulfilled for granular
media in general. We suggest that transmission spectroscopy
can still be used to obtain structural information on bulk gran-
ular media. No propagating wave is possible when λ matches
the Bragg-condition for backscattering (θ = pi), |~q| · d = 2pi,
or λ= 2d. In this case, only standing waves formed by the
incident and reflected waves are possible.40 Hard-sphere pack-
ings form isotropic Brillouin zones with radius 2pi/d,27 as can
be seen from the peak of the structure factor. Propagation of
waves with λ= 2d thus will be suppressed isotropically, and
a photonic bandgap might be formed.27,41,42 Measuring the
wavelength of the suppressed transmission reveals the posi-
tion of the structure factor peak. The degree of extinction of
the propagating wave is dependent on the development of the
structure factor peak and thus the degree of correlation in the
sample.19,27
III. SCATTERING OF THz RADIATION: MATERIALS
AND METHODS
Two approaches to probe the scattering by granular par-
ticles and granular particle packings were highlighted in
Sec. II. First, angle-resolved measurements can only be per-
formed and analyzed using the first-order approximation
with particle monolayer samples or extremely dilute sam-
ples. Such measurements can be performed using special-
ized small-angle laser light setups with visible light2 and
also in the THz range.15 Second, spectroscopic measure-
ments on Bragg-scattering resonances can be performed on
bulk samples using THz radiation. Common prerequisites for
such measurements are low absorption and large illuminated
areas.
The terahertz spectral region covers the range from 0.1
THz to 10 THz or 3 mm to 30 µm, respectively.43 Some prop-
erties of THz are similar to the infrared and visible regions,
and similar optical components like mirrors and lenses can
be used. On the other hand, properties of the microwave
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TABLE I. Overview over optical properties of common materials for THz
experiments. Approximate values for the real part of the refractive index m′
and the absorption coefficient of the material α are given. These values are
estimates from various sources43,45–48 and for a spectral range from 0.5 THz
to 4 THz.
Material m′ α (cm1)
Teflon (PTFE) 1.44 2. . . 3
Paraffin 1.49 0.1. . . 6
Polypropylene (PP) 1.5 0.1. . . 2
Polyethylene (PE) 1.53 0.06. . . 2
Polystyrene (PS) 1.59 0.28. . . 2
Plexiglas 1.61 0.59. . . 15
Quartz 2.4 0.05. . . 5
Window glass 2.58 1.95. . . 20
Sapphire 4 0.1. . . 20
Visible range
Window glass 1.47 0.000 001
frequency region are pertinent, and components like
antennas and waveguides are used. Books that provide broader
and deeper information on THz methods and materials are
available.43–45
A. Materials
One important aspect that is shared among the THz
region and microwaves is dielectric heating. Therefore absorp-
tion losses are frequently high in the THz region.43 Espe-
cially water and water vapor are strong absorbers which limit
the free-space propagation of THz radiation in experimental
setups.
Useful materials for optical components and also particle
packing experiments are unpolar polymers. In Table I some
common materials for experiments with THz radiation are
listed. It is apparent, that even the optimal materials for experi-
ments with THz radiation, like PTFE and PE, have much higher
absorption coefficients than materials for optical components
in the visible range have.
B. Methods
THz radiation allows for setup design in close analogy
to optical setups in the visible and infrared ranges. Optical
components like lenses and mirrors can be obtained off-the-
shelf.43–45
1. Angle-resolved measurements
As discussed in Secs. II E and II C, conventional scatter-
ing experiments, where scattered intensity is measured against
the scattering angle, will play a secondary role in the charac-
terization of granular packings. Such conventional scattering
experiments require a collimated incoming monochromatic
beam from some light source, a sample holder with a sam-
ple, and a detector on a goniometer to measure angle-resolved
scattered intensities.
Light sources which are conveniently used for scattering
experiments are lasers, which produce monochromatic col-
limated beams. Lasers for THz radiation are available with
various pump principles and gain media. The most convenient
THz lasers are probably quantum cascade lasers (QCL).49 A
beam expansion might be required when particle sizes reach
the beam diameter, in order to average over meaningful particle
numbers.
Sample cells are preferably made out of unpolar polymers,
like PE or PS, which have a nearly constant refractive index
over most of the THz spectral range and moderate absorption
(see Table I). The thin PE foil, which is available in kitchen
stores, is a pretty good window material or sample holder.
Crystalline quartz windows could also be used if higher ther-
mal, chemical, or mechanical robustness is required.43 These
benefits come at the cost of a higher refractive index and thus
higher reflection losses at the windows.
Golay cells are a workhorse for the detection of THz radi-
ation.43 They can be operated at room temperature but are
pretty slow. Semiconducting bolometers or photodetectors are
fast but require cooling by liquid nitrogen or even liquid helium
for highest sensitivity.43 The detector should be equipped with
some collection and collimation optics when the source is
equipped with a beam expander.
2. Spectroscopic measurements
The spectroscopic measurement of the light transport
properties seems to be the more promising approach for the
characterization of particles and particle packings which are
dominated by multiple scattering. THz spectrometers are avail-
able off-the-shelf, thus one does not need to worry about the
source, detector, and setup. The most common setup types
for spectroscopy with THz radiation are a Fourier Trans-
form (FT) spectrometer and THz-Time Domain Spectrometer
(THz-TDS).43
FT-THz spectrometers are compatible with FT-IR spec-
trometers. Only the semitransparent mirror and the detector
are optimized for THz radiation, and the setup usually can
be evacuated to minimize atmospheric absorption. FT-THz
spectrometers provide excellent resolution down to 0.2 GHz,
wide spectral range of 11 THz, and short measurement time
below a minute. The setups also usually provide modular-
ity, so that the source and detector in principle could be
used in other experiments. FT-THz spectrometers can be
combined with synchrotron radiation as a light source. The
spectrometer has then a pulsed, coherent light source, with
superior intensity especially in the range of long-wave THz
radiation.50
THz-TD-spectrometers use a pulsed source to probe the
THz spectral range. They usually have resolutions of 1.2 GHz,
a dynamic range of 75 dB around a frequency of 1 THz (which
rapidly reduces for shorter and longer wavelengths), and spec-
tral ranges of 4 THz, and measurement times can be shorter
than a minute. However, they have the benefits of being less
expensive than FT-THz spectrometers, of a flexible measure-
ment geometry that can easily be changed from reflection to
transmission, of compactness which facilitates integration into
other experiments, and of providing phase information, which
means that the effective refractive index of the sample could
directly be determined.43
Decisive parameters for transport measurements on scat-
tering samples are mainly a high intensity, a high dynamic
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range, and a broad spectral range. Strong intensity losses will
happen due to scattering in the bulk samples and the non-
neglectable absorption in the THz range and require high
intensities and high dynamic ranges. The spectral range of
the setup directly determines the particle sizes and correla-
tion lengths that can be investigated; thus, a broad spectral
range is highly desirable. High resolution, however, might be
interesting for the characterization of particles, as a fine rip-
ple structure in the scattering spectra gives information on
size distributions.10 Resolution is usually not an issue for the
characterization of packings, as F(|~q|) and S(|~q|) do not show
abrupt changes or steep gradients (compare Sec. II D).
C. Optimization of THz spectroscopy
THz has potential to become a supplemental method to
imaging methods for granular media. Spectroscopy allows
obtaining the transmitted intensity Is(λ). The transmission is
defined as T (λ)= Is(λ)/I0(λ), the ratio of measured intensity
with the sample to measured intensity without the sample.
Only few adjustments need to be made to conventional opti-
cal paths in order to optimize THz spectroscopy for granular
media.
1. Collimated detection vs. integrating sphere
A typical optical path is sketched in Fig. 4. Divergent radi-
ation from a source is somehow collimated, passed through the
sample, and focused onto a detector. Usually an iris or some
other optical element limits the angle θmax up to which scat-
tered radiation is accepted by the detector. This is important for
the characterization of individual particles by measuring their
extinction spectroscopy.10 A large θmax will lead to incorrect
results in this situation (see Fig. 1).
The situation is different for measurements in the limit of
light diffusion. Only scattered light will be transported through
the sample. An integrating sphere to measure all the diffu-
sively transmitted light is required to quantitatively measure
T (λ) and l∗(λ).20 However, assuming a slab-like geometry with
much larger lateral dimensions than in the beam direction,
most of the light will leave the sample in a central region,51
and measuring the transmission with a collecting lens as in
THz-TD spectrometer or a collecting mirror as in FT-THz
spectrometer gives a reliable estimate of the spectral trans-
mission properties.
FIG. 4. Scheme of light propagation in the FT-THZ spectrometer used in the
experiments. An iris is used to block scattered light down to a minimal angle,
below which it will reach the detector. The beam diameter l1 is 10 mm and
the distance to the collimating iris l2 is 70 mm, allowing light scattered up
to θmax = 4◦ to reach the detector. The sample cell consisted of a feedthrough
which was sealed by a thin PE foil held in position by two o-rings. The
diameter l3 of the feedthrough is 20 mm and the thickness L in the beam
direction is 10 mm. The sample was rotated by a stepper motor to improve
the measurements, see Sec. III C.
2. Rotation for configuration averaging
and speckle washing
Pulsed light sources, like synchrotron sources or time
domain spectrometers, generate coherent THz radiation.52
This will lead to an irregular intensity distribution, a speckle
pattern, after transmission through the sample. This spatial
irregularity also may manifest in the measured spectra when
no integrating sphere is used. The rotation of the sample
smears out the speckles and flattens the spectra (see Fig. 5).
The rotation of the sample during the measurement also
increases the number of configurations from which spectra are
measured and increases the reproducibility of the measured
spectra.
3. Fabry-Perot etalons
A conventional sample cell with flat parallel entrance and
exit windows forms a nice etalon for the large wavelengths
from the THz spectrum. Oscillatory fringes from the sam-
ple cell etalon will be superimposed to the spectral extinction
from the sample. These etalon effects could be either corrected
numerically,53 or the sample cell windows are very gently mis-
aligned to a wedge-shaped sample cell (see Fig. 6). This will
FIG. 5. Comparison of transmission
spectra measured with coherent THz
radiation and with and without rotat-
ing the sample. Rotation smears out the
irregular speckle pattern and allows for
measuring smooth transmission spectra.
The curves are offset for clarity.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of transmission
spectra obtained with a wedge-shaped
sample cell and with flat parallel win-
dows. The cell with flat parallel win-
dows forms an etalon for the THz radia-
tion, leading to oscillatory transmission
values. The oscillations are effectively
suppressed with the wedge-shaped sam-
ple cell. The curves are offset for clarity.
give a moderate increase in reflection losses but efficiently
suppresses etalon fringes.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The discussion in Sec. II leads to the conclusion that
gaining structural information on bulk granular media with
scattering-based methods is not straightforward. The assump-
tions made in established methods to receive structural infor-
mation are not fulfilled in granular media. Scattering still
is expected to leave an imprint on transmission spectra.
The Bragg-condition for backscattering reads as |~q|d = 2pi or
2d/λ= 1 for a hard-sphere packing with a structure factor peak
at |~q| = 2pi/d. Around this condition, a suppression of light
transmission can be expected, whose degree depends on the
development of the structure factor peak (Sec. II F). We demon-
strate this effect and its potential for the characterization of
granular packings.
A. Experimental implementation
Transmission spectra were measured using a Bruker IFS
125 HR spectrometer at the THz beamline of the Bessy II stor-
age ring (Berlin, Germany).50,54 Synchrotron radiation in the
low-alpha mode of the storage ring was used as a light source.
The instrument was evacuated during the measurements to
minimize absorption by air and humidity. Spectra were usu-
ally taken at a moderate spectral resolution of 30 GHz. The
acquisition times were a few seconds per scan and roughly
3 min for spectra consisting of 100 averaged scans. A 6 µm
multilayer beam splitter was used in combination with a 4.2 K
bolometer (IR-Labs) as a detector.
The granular media samples were 500 µm polystyrene
(PS) spheres or mixtures of 500 µm and 80 µm PS spheres.
The sample with free particles consisted of a thin polyethylene
(PE) foil perpendicular to the THz beam, to which individual
PS particles where electrostatically adhered. The bulk samples
were produced by pouring particles into a cylindrical plastic
container. The two flat surfaces of the cylinder were made
of a PE foil for transmission measurements and the cylinder
height in the beam direction L was 1 cm. The windows were
slightly misaligned for the suppression of etalon effects. The
particles formed a dense, disordered packing just after pour-
ing into the cylinder. After tapping the sample container a
sufficient amount of time, the particles arranged into a few
crystalline regions. The particles were also treated with an
isopropanol-paraffin solution, which made the particles very
sticky. These sticky particles formed a very loosely packed
disordered packing upon pouring into the container.
The wavelength is rescaled by the particle diameter for
displaying the results, which emphasizes the structural length
scales that affect the spectra. The transmission value of the free
particles is scaled by the ratio of the area covered by particles to
the total beam diameter to correct for low density of particles.
We expect scattering features at wavelengths comparable
to 2d. This condition has to be met inside of the sample, while
the wavelength is measured outside of the sample. The mea-
sured wavelength of any scattering feature has to be scaled by
the refractive index of the sample to obtain probed structural
length scales in the sample. Obtaining an effective refractive
index of a granular sample is not trivial. The spectral range of
interest here (λ≈ 2d) is beyond the limit of the validity of effec-
tive medium theories (compare Sec. II B and Eq. (3)). Still, a
general behavior as suggested by Eq. (3) has to be expected,
a refractive index of the sample changing from the vacuum
value at low densities up to a refractive index close to bulk
polystyrol at high packing densities.
B. Experimental results
Figure 7 shows transmission measurements of a granular
sample with various degrees of order. The free particles show
a behavior as expected from their cross sections (Fig. 1). The
cross sections become very small for wavelengths larger than
the particles, and measured transmissions are high. Transmis-
sion values, on the other hand, become very small when the
cross sections increase for wavelengths equal or smaller than
the particles.
The transmission spectra of bulk packings exhibit the
same general appearance, transmission close to 1 for wave-
lengths much larger than the particles, and ceasing transmis-
sion for wavelengths equal and shorter than the particles.
A general increase in transmission with increase in packing
density can be observed when comparing the bulk media. This
might be an effect of the increasing refractive index of the
sample and thus the reduction of the scattering efficiency.
The increasing correlation of the particle positions with pack-
ing density induces Bragg-like scattering, which increasingly
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FIG. 7. Demonstration of the structure sensitivity of THz transmission spectroscopy. Transmission is measured for individual particles, a low-density packing
formed by sticky particles, a dense disordered packing formed by hard-spheres, and a polycrystalline packing of these spheres. Transmission becomes increasingly
suppressed by Bragg-scattering at λ≈ 2d with increasing packing density. The position of the scattering feature shifts away from λ= 2d due to the increase of the
effective refractive index of the particle packing with packing density. The dashed line in the left panel is the expected transmission of free particles with a fitted
number density.
lowers transmission at the scattering resonance condition of
λ= 2d. The measured position of the scattering feature λ
≈ 2.5d and the predicted λ≈ 2d differ, most likely due to the
different wavelengths within the sample. Using Eq. (3) to get a
tentative refractive index of a PS sample with φ≈ 0.64 gives a
refractive index of 1.3. This cannot be exact as the approxima-
tions made for Eq. (3) are not fulfilled, but it illustrates that the
shift in the refractive index can be high enough to explain
the difference. φ is even higher in the crystalline arrange-
ment, which consequently increases meff and the measured
peak position further.
Summarizing, the transmission spectrum is a character-
istic of the packing density and the correlation length in the
sample. This could be used to track structural changes in sam-
ples. Two examples are given in Figures 8 and 9. A small
vibration motor is attached to the sample cell for the measure-
ments in Fig. 8. The sample cell is again filled with monodis-
perse 500 µm PS spheres. The vibration motor is started with
FIG. 8. Evolution of the transmission spectrum of a vibrated packing of
monosized spheres with time. The initial position of the scattering feature
(λ≈ 2.25d) indicates a dense disordered packing, which evolves into a poly-
crystalline packing with a strong scattering feature at λ≈ 2.6d within a few
minutes.
starting the measurements. The vibration induces some mobil-
ity of the particles and the whole packing can evolve from a
dense, disordered packing into a crystalline packing. This evo-
lution can be observed in Fig. 8. The scattering feature is at
the beginning of the measurements at the position for a dense,
disordered packing as in Fig. 7. This feature transforms into
the feature of the crystalline packing within a few seconds.
It may be a subject of future work to extract crystallization
kinetics from such measurements.
The sample cell was filled with a binary mixture of 500 µm
PS spheres and 80 µm PS spheres with a 1:1 volume ratio
in another experiment (Fig. 9). The wavelength is rescaled
by the diameter of the smaller particles. Again, the measure-
ments are started together with the vibration motor. At the
beginning, the spectrum is rather featureless, indicating that
no dominant correlation length is present in the sample. A
scattering feature in transmission evolves after a few min-
utes of vibration. This indicates that the sample has started
FIG. 9. Evolution of the transmission spectrum of a vibrated binary mixture
of spheres with size ratio 5:0.8. The spectra are focused on the spectral region
for Bragg-scattering within a packing of the small particles. Emergence of
a scattering feature at λ≈ 2.15d after a few minutes of vibration indicates
segregation of the two particle sizes and formation of regions with densely
packed small particles.
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to segregate and clusters with predominant small-small parti-
cle contacts emerge. Interestingly, segregation in this binary
mixture happens on longer time scales than the crystallization
of the monosized spheres (Fig. 8). This might indicate higher
kinetic barriers for segregation than for crystallization. Future
work may use transmission spectra to track segregation pro-
cesses and other dynamics in fluidized granular media in more
detail.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Dense granular media exhibit very short mean free paths
for most spectral regions. Particles are densely packed up
to mechanical contact. These two issues prevent the applica-
tion of established scattering methodology to granular media.
Spectroscopic THz transmission measurements are a promis-
ing approach to probe structural properties of granular pack-
ings with a scattering-based method. The low instrumental
effort for such experiments will be minimized with spread-
ing of benchtop solutions like Thz-TDS. We highlight this
potential by THz transmission measurements on static pack-
ings with different degrees of spatial correlations. Differ-
ent packing structures can be easily discriminated through
their transmission spectra. We also demonstrate the possibility
for monitoring transient structural states in agitated granular
media with good time resolution. An important advancement
required for further application of the presented approach
is developing a reliable model for the effective refractive
index over large ranges of λ/d values. Finally, it may be
noted that THz transmission spectroscopy offers the possi-
bility to investigate photonic properties of disordered media
on length scales where real space structures can be monitored
and manipulated more easily than on length scales of visible
light.
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